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After suffering from a deep vein thrombosis, a 45-year old man was prescribed life-saving medication by his
doctor. Negative lawsuit ads about the product led the man to discontinue the medication without consulting

his physician. The man suffered a pulmonary embolism and died.i

Unfortunately, this person’s story is not unique. For example, in 2016, the U.S. Food & Drug Administration
received 61 reports from health care professionals whose patients discontinued or reduced their use of blood

thinners after viewing lawsuit advertisements.ii Six of the patients died. iii

This year, Tennessee then Texas enacted first-of-its-kind legislation to regulate misleading practices often

found in plaintiff lawyer mass tort advertising.iv  The laws take effect on July 1 and September 1, 2019,
respectively.

This article discusses the problems with plaintiff lawyer advertisements that target prescription drugs and
medical devices for litigation. It then analyzes the new Tennessee and Texas laws. The article concludes by
briefly responding to opponents’ claims that regulating misleading lawsuit advertising violates the First
Amendment.

The Problem with Misleading Lawsuit Ads

Lawsuit advertisements that target prescription drugs and medical devices contain sensationalized information
about the risks associated with those products. The advertisements often begin by flashing words like “medical

alert” or “health alert.”v  The ads then attempt to bolster their credibility by incorporating images of

government agency logos such as the FDA logo.vi Because the ads look legitimate, consumers may believe they
are watching a public service announcement or receiving sound advice from a medical professional. What
viewers are actually watching is fearmongering by plaintiff attorneys seeking to convince them to file lawsuits.

The information conveyed in lawsuit commercials may be unreliable. For example, in 2015, lawsuit
advertisements told viewers that taking the anti-nausea drug Zofran during pregnancy could increase the risk

of birth defects including cleft lip and cleft palate.vii Viewers were told to call “1-800-BAD DRUG” to

potentially obtain “Substantial Compensation.”viii The FDA, however, found insufficient scientific evidence to
support the claims, and a subsequent study confirmed that no connection exists between Zofran and birth

defects.ix



Lawsuit advertisements typically do not disclose the likelihood that a person will experience an adverse effect

associated with the product.x Without this critical information, viewers are unable to weigh the risks and
benefits of treatment, or the impact of discontinuing or reducing the use of a medication or having a medical
device removed.

Most lawsuit ads conclude with fine print that is too small and too briefly shown for viewers to read. This text
often informs viewers that the advertisement is for legal services, that the sponsor is not an attorney but a
company that specializes in generating “leads” for law firms, and that any legal work may be handled by others.
Callers are sometimes routed to foreign call centers, who take basic information to screen claims. Very few of
the ads advise viewers to speak with their doctors before discontinuing or reducing use of a prescription
medication.

Lawsuit ads intentionally leave viewers—who may be potential plaintiffs and jurors—with the impression that a
particular product is a “bad drug,” and may suggest that it has been recalled, even when the product remains
FDA-approved.

How Significant is this Problem?

Lawyer spending on television advertising has grown at a rate six times faster than all other television ad

spending.xi

In 2018, the American Tort Reform Association estimated that $226 million was spent on television ads for

legal services in the third quarter of 2018 alone.xii Total spending on legal advertisements (television, radio,

and Internet) may reach $1 billion annually.xiii

Advertisements for lawsuits against manufacturers of prescription drugs and medical devices make up the

largest share of legal services advertising on television.xiv

What are the Consequences?

One in four people who take prescription drugs have reported they would stop taking their medication

immediately, without consulting a doctor, if they saw a lawsuit advertisement involving the drug.xv

One recent study found that when viewers were shown two television commercials soliciting lawsuits targeting a
reflux drug—one that purported to be a public service warning and another that clearly disclosed its purpose as
a lawsuit advertisement—those who viewed the ad presented as a health alert were less likely to fill a new

prescription or refill an existing prescription.xiv

An earlier survey of psychiatrists who treat patients for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder reported patients
stopping their medication or reducing their dosages without consulting them first. “More than half attributed

these actions to lawsuit ads.”xvii

The American Medical Association has recognized that patients are more likely to discontinue prescribed
medications after seeing television advertisements that “emphasize side effects while ignoring the benefits or

the fact that the medication is FDA approved.”xviii

The targeted advertisements compromise the doctor-patient relationship. Patients who view negative
advertisements perceive them as “medical advice, and they are often in direct contradiction to that of their

physicians,” according to a North Carolina board certified vascular surgeon who testified before Congress.xix

This leads patients to distrust their doctors and refuse sound medical advice—believing that the person giving
them the advice had prescribed a drug that could harm them.

What is the Solution?



Tennessee and Texas recently enacted legislation regulating deceptive practices that are common in mass tort

advertising.xx

Both laws include provisions that ensure that viewers will understand that they are seeing a legal
advertisement. All lawyer ads must indicate that they are paid advertisements for legal services. An ad may not
be presented as a “medical alert,” “health alert,” “public service announcement,” or other similar phrase.

The new laws also prohibit legal services ads from using the term “recall” when a product has not been recalled
by a government agency or through an agreement between a manufacturer and government agency. And the
laws forbid the displaying of a government agency logo in a manner that suggests an affiliation with the agency.
These provisions apply to lawsuit ads targeting any products that are regulated by federal or state agencies
(e.g., consumer products and automobiles), not just prescription drugs and medical devices.

When a lawsuit ad involves a prescription drug, both laws require that ad to warn viewers not to stop taking the
medication without first consulting a physician. In addition, the Tennessee law requires legal services ads to
disclose that the subject drug or medical device remains FDA-approved (unless, of course, it has been recalled).

Both laws include provisions to make sure that these disclosures are not merely flashed in fine print, but that
viewers are able to hear and read the required information.

There is an important distinction regarding the scope of the two laws. The Tennessee law applies to all
advertisements, including television, Internet, radio, websites, newspapers, billboards, and all other written,

electronic, or recorded information.xxi The Texas law applies only to “television advertisements” for legal

services.xxii

The laws also vary in how they will be enforced. A violation of the Tennessee law is an unfair or deceptive act

or practice under the state’s consumer protection law.xxiii As such, Tennessee’s attorney general can investigate
potential violations and enforce the law. In addition, individuals injured due to a misleading advertisement for
legal services may bring a private action against the ad’s sponsor.

While the Texas law similarly provides that a violation of the Act is a deceptive act or practice, it limits
enforcement to the consumer protection division of the attorney general’s office or a district or county

attorney.xxiv  The Texas law also includes a safe harbor that protects the sponsor of an ad from liability when it
submits the ad to the advertising review committee of the State Bar before running the ad and the Bar finds

that the ad complies with the law.xxv

Texans for Lawsuit Reform (TLR) issued this statement after the Texas bill was enacted:

The Texas Senate sent a strong message today that our state will not tolerate lawyer advertising practices that
unnecessarily alarm Texans and create threats to public health to generate clients,” TLR General Counsel Lee
Parsley said. “It’s unacceptable that Texans have suffered adverse health consequences or died because they

were frightened into discontinuing use of a necessary medication by an advertisement for legal services....xxvi

Consistent with the First Amendment

The Tennessee and Texas laws are likely to face First Amendment challenges.xxvii A Nashville plaintiff attorney
who reportedly intends to challenge the Tennessee law has said the law “unfairly singles out lawyers and denies
them their First Amendment rights, while placing no such limitations on pharmaceutical company or health

care provider advertisements.”xxviii A Texas Trial Lawyer Association board member called the Texas law “an
unconstitutional restraint on commercial free speech.”

The U.S. Supreme Court, however, has long recognized that while states cannot bar attorney ads, “[a]dvertising



that is false, deceptive, or misleading of course is subject to restraint.”xxx The Court has upheld restrictions on

attorney advertising that unduly influence injured peoplexxxi or misled the public.xxxii Because the Tennessee
and Texas laws target misleading ads that often influence people who are ill or elderly, they do not violate the
First Amendment.

Even when attorney advertising is arguably protected speech, the Court has found that narrowly tailored

restrictions are permissible where there is a substantial interest in protecting the public.xxxiii Laws that ban
misleading lawsuit advertisements in response to reports of patient injuries and deaths do just that.

First Amendment objections from the plaintiffs’ bar and lead generators also ring hollow since the Tennessee
and Texas laws are far less intrusive than the FDA’s regulation of pharmaceutical marketing. Direct-to-
consumer advertisements for prescription drugs must present a fair balance between the potential benefits of a
drug and its potential side effects. Manufacturers may not make exaggerated claims, cannot selectively present

research or studies, and cannot use graphics or headlines in a way that is misleading.xxxiv  In contrast, lawsuit
ads use these practices to convey misleading information, and have not faced scrutiny from the FDA, Federal
Trade Commission, or state bar associations. Tennessee and Texas have simply mandated the minimum
oversight necessary to protect the public. Their laws target specific misleading practices that would be illegal if
used in advertisements associated with any other product or service.

Conclusion

Plaintiffs’ attorneys and lead generators use fearmongering ads to generate as many lawsuits as possible. The
lawsuits stemming from these ads are intended to pressure businesses to settle mass tort cases regardless of
the merits. The side effect, however, is that some viewers stop taking their prescribed medication or do not
seek medical care that could help them. The public suffers the consequences of deceptive commercials for legal
services. Tennessee and Texas are the first states to prohibit common misleading practices in lawsuit
advertisements. Other states should follow.
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